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Ludwig von Ichabod ...what's SAC doing?...girls—ask ludwig !
Sometimes I wonder what the
hell everyone in high places in
Student Admin and Student
Committees is doing for us. Cer-
tainly I cannot deny the fact
they are doing something, such as
special SAC committee on the
recent Hartt controversy. Win-
ter Carnival activities, Subog
entertainment, Looton ads; how-
ever I am still curious. Every-
thing in committee is so nebu-
lous; all I hear are generalities.
Perhaps I am with the ignor-
ant mass that doesn't care much
about the goings-on as long as
someone else is actually doing
something.
But right now as a passing
fancy, I'd like some specific
answers to questions that have
been bugging me. And maybe,
bugging some of you.
How much internal control
do we have in the Subog Build-
ing? IF this is our (students')
building in theory, why must we
beg The Admin for its consent
to hold pub-on-campus? Why
do we let them put their demands
and conditions upon us (e.g.
two proof system, etc.) when
the activities are done in our
building? It seems we have lit-
tle say; we are not masters of
our own affairs.
And speaking of the new Su-
bog building, the construction
is deplorable. Have you ever
noticed the honey-combs on
those silo-stairwells? The qual-
ity of the material in the build-
ing is far from the best. And
who the hell, last year, thought
it was romantic to have the
Ball Room Balcony facing the
New Teaching Building? Man,
watching classes in progress
really turns me on!
It has been almost half the
year now, and we have still to
hear from our SAC executives
on student administration. It
would be nice to have an inter-
im report on the progress—short
term, long term plans, and what
is happening outside of SAC
meetings reported by SAC Cir-
cus. Also a financial statement
telling us how rich or how bank-
rupt SAC is, and what deficit
or profit were made by Orienta-
tion-Initiation, and Homecom-
ing. and Subog-runned activi-
ties, might make students more
aware of where their money is
going to. (Not that they care in
the long run, but just for a
passing thought).
A short time back, a good per-
cent of the students elected
eight senators—student sena-
tors—to the hallowed senate. How
have they progressed? We never
hear from them. Don't they
owe it to the students whom they
represent an inkling of the "ac-
tion" in that honoured office?
Too often the elected mem-
bers forget the people who elect-
ed them, and too often the con-
stituents forget they exercised
their franchise—that there are
people in position to tell them
what they want to know. Now
if the senators suddenly come
out and remind the student pop-
ulus that they are alive and
well and looking into problems,
many would sleep better at
nights.
And still carping on SAC—of-
ten I am amazed at the ignor-
ance of the average student
whose little knowledge of any-
thing becomes a danger. He
thinks he knows so much, and
yet he does not. Now why can-
not SAC help the simpletons
out. For instance, a supple-
ment to the Dean's Student
Handbook and to the Birth
Control Manual. telling the
ignoramus the fine points of
law that most students during
their school career will most
likely will confront or will be
confronted with, (like being ar-
rested, etc.) Or perhaps, some-
thing on the line of "student
rights", especially at Lutheran.
The official WLU Admin pam-
plets courtesy of the PR depart-
ment are biased, as you know,
to give this place a certain
image; now why can't SAC do
the "honest thing" by telling
the prospective student the unof-
ficial ins and outs of this univer-
sity? You know, the things that
are the undercurrent, or sub-
liminal goings-on, that are not
told to outsiders. No, I don't
mean slanderous material, just
material with a different per-
spective.
The unfortunate thing that
goes around the campus is ru-
mour and grape-vine material.
Besides being less than accur-
ate, it is highly hyperbolized af-
ter the fourth person gossips it.
Certainly one cannot stop ru-
mour, but it is nice to set things
right, especially if it pertains
to official student admin. Ha,
I'm being rather ambiguous
here, so an example: I heard
through the grape-vine that
there are dissatisfied people who
think the president should be im-
peached. From here, I gather
is rumour. But still I'd like to
know for certain.
Pub on campus last week de-
spite clashing with other activ-
ities proved to be another pro-
fitable success. The band "Rain"
played extremely danceable
music, although I must say I
am getting tired of the loud
blare of the taped music be-
tween sets. A softer sound from
the tapes would be greatly ap-
preciated from many quarters,
for as you know, people hardly
ever dance to recorded music.
Moreover, that type of "jazz"
distorts the possibility of talk-
ing distinctly to the guy or gal
next to you.
The service, with the same
number of waiters and wait-
resses, was much improved
since the last Pub. A good
crowd of 250 sud lovers patron-
ized the SUBOG activity. Also
this time there were noticeably
more chicks—as a matter of
fact almost an equal rate to
the guys. However, it still be-
wilders me why they stick togeth-
er as a group, and refuse to dance.
Solo drinking can be had at
home, maidens; and there I go
thinking you want to socialize
a bit as well.
Also happening on that par-
ticular night East Hall had its
stag party. This completes all
the men's residences male so-
cials, where beer flowed like a
tapped keg. The infamous East
Hall in previous years had led
the other residences in many
activities, such as the revision
of Women's Visiting Houses last
year. However this year East
can only boast of its sports-ath-
letic feats to keep the boys in
shape and fit-to-be-tied condi-
tion. It seems South proves to
be the leader in Socials—a mag-
nificent stag, and I here on De-
cember 11, a Christmas Party.
From here. West can only
boast that they are closest to
WR, TA and the Dining Hall.
Again SUBOG on Tuesday pre-
sented an Oscar winning movie
A Man for All Seasons based on
the play by Robert Bait, starring
Paul Schofield, Robert Shaw,
and Susanna York. As a special
treat, the movie was almost
free—only a silver collection,
which netted a pittance. So much
for student generosity. What
really pissed me off was that
even though it is "almost" free
there were still people trying
to sneak in from the other
door. A crowd of approximately
150 attended; I had expected a
greater turn out. This week's
movie Interlude will not be
shown on Friday, but moved to
Sunday night, because of WR
Christmas party. Also the fol-
lowing week movie Barefoot in
the Park will not be on Sunday,
from my sources of informa-
tion—because of South's Social
Evening.
And speaking of this very
Friday: the past week everyone
was quite hopped up about the
one-and-only WR social, the
Christmas Party (more common-
ly identified as Sadie Hawkins,
or February 29th glorified). In
past years this was the only
time when the males could en-
ter the security tight, hallowed
corridors, chaste lounges, and
forbidden rooms of the young
maidens. However, those bar-
baric times are passed—the rules
have relaxed somewhat, the
weekends are a bit more invit-
ing.
Hilariously, rumour has it that
guys are scrambling all over
the place for last minute invi-
tations from the chicks. Girls
whom the guys never consider-
ed seriously twice during the
past 2 months had much more
attention paid to them than ever
before. I wonder why—despera-
tion or what! Moreover, the ones
who had been invited, still un-
aquainted to the Lutheran so-
cial are asking veterans (i.e.
second year, third year stu-
dents) how to be socially present-
able without awkward faux
pas. Guys, let the femme fatals
do all the arrangements; just
relax—its about time.
1 was surprised that many
girls do not take advantage of
Sadi—oops the Christmas par-
ty invitation—to go after the
man they've been eyeing for a
long time in the Dining Hall.
Don't tell me that in this age of
Women's Lib. and aggressive
pursuits that there is such a
thing as maidenly modesty!
(Don't be shy, I'm game!) Ser-
iously, though, it is a damn
shame that one does not take
advantage of weekends on cam-
pus, when there is an activity
worth participating in. For those
who do not go home, and have
no date, its going to be embar-
rassing to remain in the room
while your room-mate wonders
how the hell to get rid of you
—without hard feelings. (Max-
im! Regret leaves a bad taste
in the mouth—by Ludwig) Oh
well there is next year.
Just before I drop this subject,
one of the veterans told me a
fascinating story concerning WR
Christmas Parties. Behind the
beautifully dressed, lovely lad-
ies, gaiety and laughter, there
lurks social intrigue that often
leaves a person in a daze, won-
dering how a simple affair could
become so complex and intri-
cate. Think about it. On the
second thought, don't bother—en-
joy yourselves.
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FORD OF CANADA
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
We are pleased to advise our many interested
friends that arrangements for interviews are being
made for early in the new year.
Please watch this paper and your placement office
bulletin board for scheduled dates.
May we offer our best wishes for success at mid-
term and for a happy holiday season.
t*
CHAR-BROILED STEAKS * PIGTAILS
* RED STEER DELUXE PRIME RIB OF BEEF
* YORKSHIRE PUDDING au jus, as you like it '
* SEAFOODS - Prepared to Perfection
* BUSINESS MEN'S LUNCHEONS
IMfKS Stea6
liWllt
We Arrange call 578-9640
Christmas Parties
OPEN — Monday - Wednesday 1 1 a.m. - 1 1 p.m.
Banquets Thursday - Saturday 1 1 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Sunday 12 noon - 9 p.m.
77 KING ST. N. WATERLOO 578-9640
DO CLEAN THINGS TO YOUR CLOTHES 10% student discount
220 King St. W. SWAN CLEANERS Same Day Service
.
. . and you thought Peters was out of town
photo by walker
Thanks to Circle K the Cord was treated
to the Boars Head Dinner Tuesday night.
As a student press rep I had trouble finding
the press table because nobody would believe
I was from the Cord. Even the suit (with
Bay St. vest) did not contribute to my find-
ing a seat. Finally Dick Taylor came in view
and he looked after my wife and me with
alacrity.
The head table was doubled up so that
none of the administrations lesser notables
would have to sit with us. Peter Koppel, the
lovely MC, had a verbal hang-up on lovely
as every lady introduced was lovely. For-
tunately, his lack of vocabulary did not cause
him to refer to Taylor (N) or Healy or in-
deed Harry Greb as lovely. Anyway all
the biggies sat up on stage looking down on
us.
The record for serving was not broken but
a number of plates were, and so two people
were not served. Tough luck Erich. The meal,
itself was fairly good and the little addi-
tion to the tables like fruit, nuts and candy
gave the festive touch.
When Dr. Shulman spoke he started off
with the usual apology that he was only asked
last week and consequently he had not pre-
pared a speech. He then retraced his associa-
tions with the Mafia, the Attorney-General
and the police. His comments regarding the
intelligence of the O.P.P. were readily re-
ceived by the audience. Later at the press
conference he alluded that the average IQ
of the Ontario legislature was between 80-90.
This attitude towards stupidity is admir-
able but it did not contribute to the ideas
within the speech. Fortunately, Dr. Shulman
found his pace and the speech over-all
wasn't bad.
One of the more humourous aspects of
the evening were the faces of Healy and Tay-
lor as the vociferous doctor spoke. They do
not like shit-disturbers at any level since
their fear of them here contributes to their
lack of sleep. (And if it hasn't yet it surely
will.)
The carols were carols and then we all
went home. Thanks again to Circle K for
the pleasant and enjoyable evening. rb
Shit is a funny thing.
You're allowed to eat it.
but you're not allowed
to disturb it.
Joel Hartt
photo by walker
Circle K almost served everyone in the alloted time of 18 minutes.
WHAT WAS SAID
...and what I think
by David McKinley
Keeping in accord with the generalatmosphere of fun and
merriment at Tuesday nights Boar's Head dinner, the
guest speaker for the evening, Dr. Morton Shulman—MPP
gave an amusing dissertion on an officially nonexistant
phenomena in Ontario known as organized crime.
The approximately one thousand guests present spent an
enjoyable half hour after dinner listening to Dr. Shulman
tell humorous anecdotes at the expense of the Attorney-gen-
eral's office and the Intelligence (?) branch of the Ontario
Provincial Police. Among his better sallies was the one con-
cerning the O.P.P. who had staked out Toronto's Inn-in-the-
Park in order to observe four Mafia chiefs from New York
state; unfortunately none of the police had the foggiest
idea of what the four looked like. Another good one was the
O.P.P. official who told a Hamilton reporter of an impend-
ing herion seizure, only to see the reporter file the story a
week before the seizure was to take place. Dr. Shulman
told those assembled that the F.8.1, did not find the antics
of the O.P.P. quite as amusing as we did.
Perhaps some people felt
that Dr. Shulman treated
his subject in too light a
vein. However, allowances
should be made for the doc-
tor ; having fought Conserva-
tive bureaucracy at its best
for many years, he has no
doubt developed an acute
sense of humour as the only
means of keeping his san-
ity.
Dr. Shulman did come out
with some hard facts. He
gave five features of orga-
nized crime: it seeks to
provide profitable services
outside the public realm;
its principle tool is fear;
for organized crime to ex-
ist there must be corrup-
tion in public institutions;
the tremendous profits of organized crime are used to
penetrate legitimate business; and the top leaders
of organized crime are isolated from arrest by an elabor-
ate hierarchy. The doctor cited an Ontario Police Commis-
sion report (which has never been published) that recom-
mended a royal commission on organized crime because
of its seriousness. Also mentioned were numerous exam-
ples of mafia meetings in Ontario and mafia interference
in the labour unions.
Dr. Shulman stated that Attorney-general Wishart's of-
ficial stand is that organized crime does not exist in On-
tario. This last statement was very disconcerting to
this writer; either Dr. Shulman made up all his funny
stories or the Attorney-general is playing "see no evil, hear
no evil...'. Perhaps the reason the provincial government
and the Ontario people who so religiously give them a
mandate every four years are unconcerned about organiz-
ed crime is because up until now the mafia's efforts have
been directed towards the immigrant sectors of the pro-
vince. The mafia are only blowing up wop bakeries, so why
worry? Dr. Shulman feels that it's time to start worrying
and the best way to get something done is to pressure your
local MPP.
However, Dr. Shulman is probably taking all of this
much too seriously. After all, like the jingle goes, "Is
there any other place you'd rather be?"
That's what I think about it.
Dr. Morton Shulman
WINTER CARNIVAL
Winter Carvinal will begin January 25 with the faculty -
student basketball game in the T.A. followed by a "pub" in
the ballroom.
On January 25 Fashions Fantastik at 8:30 p.m. in the T.A.
Wednesday, January 27 CHICAGO will be in concert at the
Kitchener Memorial Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. Tickets will
go on sale after the Christmas holidays. Thursday will be
an animal dance in the T.A. featuring Smile and Milestone.
There will be a "Pub" in the ballroom with music provid-
ed by "Whiplash". Friday will be a film festival in—the ball-
room and Saturday will be the cookout, hayride, "moo &
Brew" and the Mardi-Gras. The theme for Winter Carniv-
al is "Snoopy". All tickets for all events will go on sale as
soon as we return from our Christmas Vacation. photo by mcloughlin
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The recent joviality with which the Cord announced
the heist at the Dean of Studs office has ironically con-
tributed to another theft. The unfortunate aspect of writ-
ing for you illiterates is that you have neither the educa-
tion nor the intelligence to separate the genres.
Sylvia Christie and Trudy Hartt weave for fun. In order
to offset the expense they sell their work at reasonable
(read low) prices. Moreover, to allow some of you dolts
the opportunity to purchase quality articles they set up
shop in the Bookstore.
Well the very base people on this campus have turned
out to be lower than anticipated as they have stolen ar-
ticles worth about 12 bucks from these two ladies.
Now you that are literate and intelligent have the op-
portunity of identifying these thieves. One will be wear-
ing a blue belt the other a white Mohair Tarn and Scarf
set. Hopefully you two bandits will be seen and ostracized.
There is room for redemption though I doubt you will
take it. Send the money ($3.75 for the belt and $8.00 for the
Tam and Scarf) to Paul Fischer at the bookstore. Or may-
be you could return the goods. Anyway remember that the
repentant thief made it, the other did not.
A propos to theft is the $4,000 plus that was heisted in
the form of books last year from the bookstore. The word
is out that anyone caught will be dealt with to the letter
of the law; you robbers beware the wrath of an angry
man.
VOYEURISM
Our better known cousin from down the street has fi-
nally arrived. The Toronto papers have shown great con-
cern with their Campus Centre. Far be it for us to com-
ment on our illustrious objective big brothers, the Globe
and Mail and the Telegram, but they are just a mite off in
their "facts."
Sure the Campus Centre is a "congenial refuge" but not
only for the outcasts. All "straight" students do not leave
at the magic witching hour of midnight. Straight students,
whatever that means, are there at all times of the day
and night.
An accepted maxim of intelligent people, and students
tend to align themselves with intelligence, is that a per-
son who is not persecuted for his beliefs. So the Campus
Centre allows individuals an expression of their indivi-
dual life styles with little harassment and worry about
social "acceptance." If "sex voyeurism" is your bag and
if the music room is not being used for its intended pur-
pose then use the damn room for yours.
There are problems with the Uniwat Campus Centre,
however, they are not those the Globe and Mail visualizes.
The major problem is the disrespect the buildings users
have towards the maintenance of the Centre. Cigarette
burns are evident on all the furniture — as are more ob-
jectionable things. Butts and garbage are strewn through-
out the rooms. This lack of concern for others' sensibilities
is what is wrong — nothing else.
Hopefully WLU students will not become as filthy
with their building. However the use the building is put to,
is entirely up to the students — they will live with what
they create.
CHIAROSCURO
Chiaroscuro has finally been printed — it shouldn't
have. If there are only three literary types on this campus
then it seems a shame to spend $400 on them — if there
are no writers then there can't be too many people capable
of reading literature. Notices were up, ads were pub-
lished, plugs were given — it was like giving a war where
no-one came. It might be noted that two of the three liter-
ary contributors were Cord Staff members. Is the state of
art really this dead on campus? Prove Steve Young wrong,
bring all your unpublished masterpieces, manuscripts,
etc., to your friendly Cord Offices. If there are enough of
them, then maybe, just maybe, we might find enough
money to print a part two of Chiaroscuro later in the
year.
letters to zelda
formerly the FORUM
Letters to Zelda must be sign-
ed. Pseudonymns can be ar-
ranged if necessary. Type if
possible 58 characters to the
line. Double spaced is ap
predated.
Dear Editor:
Well, the bureaucracy has
done it again. Last week I found
another disillusionment that is
really beginning to get me down.
I am one of the many females
living in the Turkey Palace,
and also one of the many females
that want to get out! However, I
uncovered a regulation that was
hidden in the Housing Office. Af-
ter lovely Mrs. L. shook off the
dust and brought it out in the
open, it ran something like this:
When you move out of residence
you are obligated to pay for your
room until it is filled by some-
one else. And, even if someone
moves in immediately, you are
charged two weeks rent anyway.
After the initial shock, I real-
ized what this rule is — a clear,
unadulterated trap to keep stu-
dents in residence and thus also
pay for the crap in the cafeteria
—in other words, $$$!
I realize that by signing up to
live in res. we are in fact sign-
ing a lease. But. why wasn't
this rule brought out in the open
when we first registered? And
why did the Housing Office give
us that bullshit about having a
waiting list? It seems to me that
if such a thing really existed
there wouldn't be the empty
spaces in W.R. that are there
now. Someone is out to get us
and our money, and I'm sick of
it! Maybe if enough of us has-
sled, that stupid rule could be
changed, or at least dusted off!
A TICKED-OFF TURKEY
Dearest Turkey:
You have just uncovered an-
other of the many hassles avail-
able to students who look for them.
Even when we don't look we
seem to stumble over them. Raise
shit, honey. The Cord backs all
of you struggling for your rights
ZELDA
PROFILeACTICS
The new student building is far from the ideal archi-
tectural edifice it is supposed to be.
Not being one to criticize the minor problems—irration-
ally located washrooms; a student lounge that can't be
used when the ballroom is in use; an air intake from the
parking lot thereby eliminating two possible parking
spaces: etc. We will therefore concentrate on the very
major oversight of contraceptive dispensers in the
building.
Not only would these machines be a money maker for
subog, they would fulfill a much needed function for the
student body. Last year in the April issue of the Cord we
examined the feasability of installing the said machine
in womens' residence. Unfortunately our study was
shelved for further examination.
Now is the time to correct that oversight. We have ma-
chines now for catering to most of our minor needs—we
buy food and drink from vending machines; we can also
purchase cigarettes — however our main need is not
being catered to. Are we really that far behind Uniwat in
all our actions? It is time for action — get with it Subog
and produce.
it was finalized tuesday
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The world's going to hell in a breadbasket
I am frustrated—frustrated to the point
of tears. The world as a beautiful loving
place is a myth. I am surrounded by petty
bickering, by illogical pompiety, by irra-
tional nincompoops of all stripes and per-
suasions.
I see Stelco workmen in Hamilton allow-
ing the fumes of their factory to be sealed
into their working area on high pollution
count days since they have profit sharing
and a closed factory means a loss in in-
come. I see the same factory pumping
thousands of gallons of sulphuric acid into
Hamilton harbour. I see all this happen-
ing and yet no one complains. Oh the re-
strictions are there —however the prose-
cution of polluting industries is bad for the
economy.
I see Mayor Daley of Chicago sending a
letter to the Mayor of Cleveland sanctimon-
iously advocating that Cleveland emmal-
ate Chicago's shining example regarding
pollution control legislation. Meanwhile no
major industry in Chicago has been pro-
secuted under Daley's marvellously strin-
gent laws.
I see GM providing new car models ev-
ery year. What in hell for. Somehow it is
socially acceptable to only drive a new
chrome monster with a bumper that at a
crash speed of 3 m.p.h. not only crumbles
into useless junk but also rips and guages
a major portion of the rest of the front. I
also see GM stringently arguing against
realistic pricing. Who but absolute fools or
the very naive have paid "list price" for a
new car? The major argument is that rea-
listic pricing would lower the value of used
cars thereby unstabilizing the market on
previously owned automobiles. If GM were
a country it would have the third largest
GNP after the U.S. and the U S S R.
I see morticians considering themselves
professionals. They have all the outward
trappings of solid businessmen —they be-
long to the "right" clubs and organizations
—they attend all the correct functions. The
fact that they only have six weeks formal
schooling that they label college is irrele-
vant. The fact that they violently lobby
and protest against inexpensive funerals
and cremations in the best interests of
society' is irrelevant. Hell, I have yet to
meet a mortician that is anything more
than a pompous pagan ass —an undertaker
more nearly describes their functions in
society. Grave digger gets closer to the
truth. Ghoul is by far the most apt nomen-
clature. Yet we still elect them to repres-
ent us as MP's or MPP's since they are
such valuable community members.
I weep every time I hear "our commun-
ity is growing". Just what do numbers
mean? It means one-way streets, and con-
gestion; it means poorer roads; it means
farther to go to find wilderness areas; it
means increased taxes; it means more
noise; it means impersonality. Standard of
living is somehow equated with growth.
Numbers, it is all numbes. Numbers have
no soul; they mean "do not staple, bend or
mutilate" while they are precisely stap-
ling, bending and mutilating lives and
minds. Peace and quite are not statistically
measurable and consequently are relegated
to "well yes we consider them but since
they are so vague and non-quantititive we
just ignore them; besides their importance
is marginal at best." Anything we can't
tack a figure to is suspect since we are so
scientific.
I see Canada selling our quantitatively
measurable raw products. Yet now we ig-
nore the numbers game since money is
so important. We look at the short term ef-
fects and ignore all consequences and con-
siderations for the future. Czechoslovakia
and the third Reich all over again. It is
funny that politicians need the voices of the
"grass roots" before they can make changes
in pollution policy or natural product deple-
tion yet they can blithely support a war as
is happening in the U.S. because they
know best. If an intelligent decision will hurt
a supporter then they need plebicites, etc. Yet
they confidently make stupid decisions without
consultation with anyone.
I see super patriot John Wayne produc-
ing a $2 million spectacular appealing to
"God save our lovely land". I hear him
blithely talking of freedom in America and
not knowing what freedom means. Ninety-
nine per cent of youth is great and good
—the one per cent are trouble makers.
There is no Kent State in Big John's world
of fiction Hell, let's kill all the long-haired
radical freaks —they flaunt their fairy
locks; we even allow Homophile Societies
—just what is this great nation of beer bel-
lied boisterous bigots coming to.
I see and hear people up tight about sex
and poronography. Let's shut all those per-
verts away. Obviously all the studies that
show no bad effects from porno are commie
plots. What is more beautiful and natural
than a good ball? But one must not say
ball or fuck or screw since these are lewd
naughty words. "Bundling' was alright
but petting is a no-no. The ways of the flesh
are vile and corrupt. Right on!
Why even Readers Digest claimed a new
reason for virginity and chasitty. Since
non-conforming is so in, be chaste and there-
by, be different. Committing suicide is dif-
ferent but I am sure that I would not sui-
cide just to prove my individuality.
I see a society that locks up people that
blow grass. Why? Because it is a terrible
weed that leads to harder stuff. The figures
prove it. Ninety-two per cent of all heroin
users smoked pot before starting on her-
oin. Only 99 per cent of all heroin users
ate mashed potatoes before using heroin,
but this is a missuse of figures, so I am
told.
I see a world that is already over popula-
ted yet we encourage large families by
giving baby bonuses?? Why was Hitler
condemned as much as he was? He had
approximately 6 million Jews murdered
—the numbers game once more. If it were
only 500 then he would not have been the
demon he was. If quantity determines guilt
then the Pope is the most odious, vile hu-
man alive—followed closely by the politic-
ians without sufficient balls or brains to
understand what our prolific reproduction
rate is doing to the world. What right have I
to complain? None other than these decis-
ions are affecting my future. Not the future
of future employment or earning, but the
future of staying alive in ten years.
Let's get closer to our University Commun-
ity. Less esoteric and all that.
I met a girl in the registrar's office that
learned since she was taking two majors
she would have to pass all the requirements
for both to graduate. She ended up dropping
one course (it was an extra taken for self-
improvement) in order to be sure of gradu-
ating. Fifteen credits with a major is no
good if you fail the sixteenth course. See
if you could have had 16 credits and two
majors. The registrar's office is playing the
numbers game—quantitative rules.
Then there is the library science course
you need in order to graduate. Why??
Never having taken the course yet hav-
ing graduated, I fail to see why anyone
needs it. Talking with people who have ta-
ken the course I am truly amazed at its
inclusion in our requirements. The course
is the height of "mickey mouse". It is a
useless waste of time, the sole social redeem-
ing grace is that it makes Erik Shultz and
company feel needed.
We have a professor on this campus that
might not have his contract renewed. Eco-
nomic reasons are given. Fine. However
the problem of money at WLU goes back
to the original break with the U of W in
1959—later aggravated by Villaume's ac-
tions as president. If, as seems likely, we
have to go provincial, then let's do it when
it means something to us—the retention
of Joel. Our economic woes are only woes
if we budget on not becoming provincial.
Let's break our budget and get into trouble.
The province will bail us out. Twenty-five
hundred students cannot be assimilated in
the other schools at their present growing
rate. It is a gamble and takes balls, so let's
just do it. It was the decision of the Luther-
an Synod that scrambled our economics,
but do we point the blame for our present
problems to where the guilt lies? Hell no,
the Lutheran Synod is not responsible for
its actions.
We have the distinction of hiring a pres-
ident not for his academic or administra-
tive savy but rather for his fund raising
abilities. Not to knock Dr. Peters, but the
prime requisite for his job is fund-raising
ability.
In response to all my frustrations I hear
"Well the world has always had problems
yet managed to muddle through." Well I
don't want to muddle through problems. I
want solutions. So what if the world has
been lucky in solving past problems. I do
not gamble when playing cards—I try to
calculate the probabilities; I surely don't
want to gamble at life. The consequences of
not filling an inside straight in life is death.
I therefore want better odds than I am
getting when playing this game.
When I am told the situation is not as ser-
ious as I believe, I want to cry. I see the
solutions, yet cannot effect them. So where
do I go—I become a megalomaniac. Power
is all. I am through being sweetly reason-
able —and I would not label myself radical.
I have yet to become that embittered, but
so help me, the time is coming.
They say I cannot take this land since it
belongs to someone who was given it by his
father His father received it from his
grandfather. The grandfather? He got his
land by fighting for it. Well the time has
come for me to fight for it.
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learning ....
experiencing...
exploring.......
B.A.
HYPOCRISY
by charles vandersee
The following article is a re-
print from the November is-
sue of THE CRESSET, a Val-
paraiso University publica-
tion. The examples cited re-
fer to the US educational
system, however a similar sit-
uation exists here in Canada
—more specifically, here at
WLU
There are two reasons why a College of Arts
and Sciences does not make sense to the gen-
eral public
One is that this kind of college does not be-
lieve in such virtues as "proficiency," "mas-
tery." or "competence"—qualities that you
seek in a surgeon, a TV repairman, a mechanic.
Your BA. degree will not certify that you know
how to do anything or even that you understand
anything well.
Many academic people rejoice in this situa-
tion, because they believe that you will achieve
other things. You may not know much after
majoring in history or philosophy, but presum-
ably you have learned "how to think." You may
have taken courses in a dozen different depart-
ments, not getting very far beneath the surface
in any one, but presumably it has "done you
good" to be "exposed" to these things.
The other reason that the public doesn't un-
derstand colleges is this: Academics don't prac-
tice what they preach. We tell you that the Col-
lege is where you "learn how to think" and get
"exposed" to various neat things. Therefore
to get out of college you should presumably
demonstrate your thinking and show evidence
that the exposure has done you some good. That
is not how you get out of college. You get out
of college when you have passed several ob-
stacles called "courses" and when you have
accumulated 7 20 of what the college calls "cred-
it hours "
In order to count courses and credit hours
the College employs instruments called com-
puters and individuals called secretaries and
deans When the numbers do not look good a
dean dictates a letter to one of the secretaries.
An individual called a "student" receives this
attractively typed letter and discovers that he
is not making what is called "progress."
He or she may have been learning to play the
mandolin, may have been doing a series of
experiments based on a handy sex manual,
may have been reading the works of Dostoevsky,
may have spent the last few weeks eliciting the
secrets of Mexican cuisine. On the other hand,
he or she (or he and she) may have been lying
in bed 22 hours a day with eyes glazed and
tongue thick, thinking thoughts of self annihil-
ation. Regardless of what has been going on or
not going on, the letter says that academic pro-
gress is not being made.
Now / mention this sequence of events to
make sure that we all understand what we are
up to. For the next four years you and / are
playing one of the "games people play."
To be sure, there are times when we stop
playing. When you and / are in my office talk-
ing seriously about what you are learning while
tutoring deprived children or what Yeats's
poems mean to me, then we are not playing
games When you and / seriously thrash out
which aspects of Women's Lib seem most cru-
cial at the present time, making serious efforts
to reach sensible conclusions, then we are
not playing games. When / walk into the Prism
Coffeehouse and sit down where two or three of
you are rapping about how to nominate a peace
candidate, or when you have the chance to join
a commune and stop me on the street to talk it
over, then we are not playing
But the College does not care what you are
learning about child psychology, poems that
matter, women in America, practical political
strategy, or alternative life styles (unless you
can find a course on one of these subjects—with
a certain number of credit hours, course meet-
ings, quizzes, and scores).
The name of the game the College citres a-
bout is contract bridge. Not the kind of bridge
game played 'with cards, but the kind you play
with the computer in the registrar's office. You
tell it at the beginning of a semester—an arbitra-
ry 14-week period—that you are going to sit
down in four to six of its "courses." Not three or
eight courses, mind you, and not for nine
weeks or twenty-one, but for fourteen weeks.
This is what is called a "contract." This is
what the dean is thinking of when he acts as
the computer's secretary and writes you the
letter saying you are not "making progress."
He means you have not fulfilled the require-
ments of two or three courses —that you
have broken your 5-course, 14-week contract.
The bridge comes in at this point because
that is what you feel like jumping off of
Now then. You are beginning to think this
is a cynical and exaggerated view of the Col-
lege, and of higher education. It has perhaps
been your belief that you have come here to
acquire knowledge, experience new situations,
explore your own inner self, expand your
horizons by meeting and living with new peo-
ple from different backgrounds. You may
find the chance to do all of these things. /
strongly hope you do, and / strongly urge you
to. They are good for you, and they make
life more interesting.
But you will discover that parents, profes-
sors, deans, computers, fellow students, and
your future employers have another idea They
believe that you have come to the College to
get a degree. And none of the things enumer-
ated above is necessarily involved in getting
this degree—learning, experiencing, explor-
ing. Despite what the College catalog says, and
the president of the university. The other
name of the game is Hypocrisy.
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THE LAND GRAB
by allan fotheringha[Illegible]
You come upon the most interesting read-
ing in the fine print of that official govern-
ment noticeboard, the B.C. Gazette. How
about this, under the land lease section:
Take Notice that Billy Underwood, a mail
carrier from Vinita, Oklahoma, is apply-
ing for a lease on 640 acres of B.C. land.
Or this: Anita Allaire, a keypunch super-
visor from Seattle, has picked out IV2
acres on a lake. Ronald Leighty, a ware-
house clerk from Troy, Montana, has
found a lakeside property. Phebe LaTur-
ner, a Spokane housewife, has discovered
her spot for a summer lake cottage.
We all know about the wealthy American
doctors and tycoons and retired movie
stars who have grabbed their prime little
piece of Canadian vacation land. But it's
a measure of the Yankee stampede to B.C.
that now mailmen from Oklahoma, clerks
from Montana and keypunch girls from
Seattle are grabbing waterfront land. This
indeed is democracy.
You could go on indefinately with the ex-
amples. The Gulf Islands out in the Strait
of Georgia are one of the beauty spots of
the world, with the mildest climate in
Canada. There is little Parker Island, own-
ed by a New York grandmother who wants
to keep it for her grandchildren. Wise
Island was picked off recently by Seattle
interests for $250,000. There is a book writ-
ten by a New York model and friend on
how they bought Wallace Island. Brethour
Island is owned by James A. Fitzpatrick,
the famous travelogue voice. Gooch Is-
land is typical: owned by a Pasadena
couple, it was sold to the son of a Washing-
ton State governor for $150,000, strictly as
a summer home. The house has 11 bed-
rooms and 9 bathrooms. The whole trans-
action was handled by a Bellevue, Wash-
ington real estate firm. Canada might as
well have not existed.
An American real estate man explains,
"The romance of owning a whole island
is beginning to spread." There's the Port-
land doctor who bought a tiny island for
$25,000, but also bought up the water-
front rights so no one could even dock
there. There are 11 different doctors in
Sacramento who own B.C. islands. None
of them owns a boat. They go in by sea-
plane.
The dozing B.C. government has finally
been roused by an Oregon speculator, a
charming fellow by the name of William J.
Wineberg. He recently boasted that he
has acquired more than 600 parcels of
undeveloped B.C. land for resale—a little
empire totalling 60,000 acres. Most of it
he got for $10 or less an acre. How? Sim-
ple, he explains. He keeps track of all
B.C. property going on the block at auc-
tions to recover unpaid taxes. He maintains
an office in Victoria to do his research and
took the precaution of employing a former
lands department man to help him. He
boasts of islands he has bought for $400
and sold for $40,000. Practically all his
sales naturally, are to other Americans.
Mr. Wineberg says quite cheerfully that
Canadians have been "too dumb to invest
in their own country." He's right, of
course, but the word applies both to the
cautious public and to a provincial govern-
ment that has been asleep. Wineberg's
embarrassing success has forced Victoria
to cancel this year's tax sale of property
until it has time to prepare legislation to
balk future Mr. Winebergs. The govern-
ment is trying to pressure municipalities
to do the same.
But is it rather too late with too little?
Until 1960, Americans or any other foreign-
ers could buy up all the Crown waterfront
land in B.C. they could find. That was
stopped but they can still get around it by
using an agent. And they can still grab off
all the private property they can find. Ac-
ross the border, in Washington state, a
Canadian is not allowed to own state land.
But B.C. is up for grabs.
It's not exactly as if Mr. Bennett's gov-
ernment, which is so fond of Japanese and
American investment in pulp mills and
mining, had to be caught by surpirse by the
new Yankee invasion. B.C. is larger than
California, Washington and Oregon com-
bined and those with loot down below can't
believe it when they see all this empty land
sitting here waiting.
A number of wealthy Americans picked
up real estate here around 1958 as a tax
dodge. At that time U.S. death duties on
Canadian real estate were a flat 15 per
cent. In some families, duty on similar
property in the U.S. was as high as 85%
The Kennedy administration plugged that
tax loophole.
Then there is the matter of B.C. ranch-
land. By 1963, Americans already owned
more than half the cattle ranches in B.C.
"When you get down to it,"says an Inter-
ior real estate man, "the Americans own
the Cariboo."
The Gang Ranch in the Cariboo, largest
cattle spread in North America, was sold to
Americans for $750,000. A wealthy Amer-
ican surgeon may be able to pick up a few
dry acres of water-poor California for
$320,000. For that price in B.C. he can be
an absentee cattle baron—owning land that
has a half-dozen little lakes and streams.
And then there's the help we get from
our friends. Block Bros, largest real estate
company in 8.C., last year blossomed
forth with huge ads in San Francisco pa-
pers: "British Columbia for Sale." To help
buyers along, the company put out a glossy
book with pictures and details on hundreds
of choice B.C. properties. The resulting
scream from irate British Columbians kill-
ed the ads, but the melody lingers on.
The problem is that the British Colum-
bians have been so smug with the fact that
wilderness is so close, so accessible. This
of course is Paradise out here and now
others are beginning to believe our pro-
paganda. We used to joke: 'Help keep B.C.
Green—Bring' Money.' Now we want the
government to halt the joke.
For one thing, it doesn't even know the
extent of the problem. The DBS, which
measures and records most aspects of
Canadian life, draws a blank on foreign
ownership of land. There is no master reg-
istration of land sales, no central file on
the disposition of Crown lands.
MP David Anderson, whose riding cov-
ers the Gulf Islands, urges that residents
there be allowed to sell their land only to
the government before "irresponsible
developers do irreparable harm."
If the government doesn't do something
quickly, B.C. will become what some cri-
tics already call it: British California.
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POLLUTION PROBE John ross discusses the population crisis
By now you've all heard that
the population bomb has exploded
and soon we will all be struggling
for survival on an overpopulated,
polluted planet. Much the same
thoughts oceured to Robert Mal-
thus at the dawn of the nineteenth
century. However, his predicted
crisis did not materialize. More
recently, a man named George
F. Carter, (check it out Geo-
graphy 100 scholars) said that if
the entire world's population was
alloted a two foot by three foot
area on the Earth's surface, every-
one would fit inside Baltimore
County, Maryland. He goes on to
state that everyone could easily
be housed in a series of one hun-
dred story apartment houses cov-
ering one half of Long Island. It
would certainly seem that we are
not in the grave crisis the popu-
lation alarmists would have us
think we are in.
Perhaps not; Malthus believed
that at the world's rate of popu-
lation increase, there would be a
population and food crisis in the
near future. The opening of new
farmland in North America plus
better farming techniques vastly
increased food production. The
problem was solved and a crisis
averted. But today, there are no
new continents to be settled. Will
technology be able to keep pace
with the world's food demands? It
doesn't seem likely since two
billion of today's three point five
billion people face a daily plague
of food and water shortages, poor
housing, inadequate medical aid.
insufficient clothing and educa-
tion. Breakthroughs may occur
in harvesting the sea of synthe-
sizing food from petroleum. These
advances may occur and if they
do, again a crisis is averted. But
what comes next if these break-
throughs fail to meet our needs?
Carter says that such a con-
centration on Long Island would
be impossible to feed. It is impos-
sible to feed the Earth's present
population despite their global
distribution at our present
standard of living. Despite the
wide open spaces still available
to man, how many would be will-
ing and able to live in the Sahara
Desert or in Antarctica, at any
level of technical development?
Realize now that the population
crisis is at hand. Despite rela-
tively low populations in Canada
and the United States, it seems
likely that the first civilization
to feel the effects of overpopula-
tion, and perhaps fall due to these
pressures is our own. By virtue
of our demands on our resources
and the rapidity with which we
consume them, North America
is one of the most overpopulated
areas.
For example, an average Indian
farmer subsists daily on his few
cups of rice, collects cattle dung
for fuel and drinks from a com-
munal well. His contribution to
the gradual deterioration of the
soil and other aspects of his en-
vironment is minimal. On the oth-
er hand, the averare American
destroys the land his home is built
on. In his lifetime, he will per-
sonally pollute three million gal-
lons of water while industry will
use ten times as much on his be-
half. He will burn 21,000 gallons of
gasoline, drink 28,000 pounds of
milk and eat 10,000 pounds of meat.
How much of this will be return-
ed to the earth to help it replensih
itself? Not one bit. His fecal ma-
terial will be washed to the oceans
and his body buried in a ceme-
tary that will never again be used
to produce food.
In one year, in North America,
142 tons of smoke and fumes finds
its way into the atmosphere, 7
million cars are junked, 48 billion
cans are produced and 26 billion
bottles, much of which becomes
litter. India has its famines, it
has had them in the past and it will
have them again; but their socie-
ty will carry on. Will North Amer-
ica be able to support life much
longer with its silt-choked natural
reservoirs; its land and water
polluted with pesticides, herbi-
cides, mercury fungicides, lead,
arsenic, shit, etc.? If the civiliza-
tion of man falls, it seems likely
that it will fall first in North
America.
Cleaning up the environment is
a good start at preserving our
society, but it can't work unless
we reduce the demands our people
make on the land. To do this, re-
cycling waste materials is a good
start. These measures are only
a beginning and it can't work un-
less the rapid population growth
is stopped. If technology can
solve our present food problems
then let's give it a chance to catch
up and feed those that are al-
ready starving.
Many people believe that it is
immoral to limit the size of a
family or to terminate a pregnancy
In terms of immorality, perhaps
it is immoral to have more chil-
dren than you can support. Per-
haps it is immoral to have more
children than the Earth can sup-
port and possibly deny future
generations a measure of the af-
fluent life we have enjoyed. I
believe that the problem of over-
population and the related prob-
lem of pollution is the most im-
portant issue facing us today. The
issue must be resolved, and the
necessary actions must be found
and implemented as swiftly as
possible.
A handful of people at WLU
Pollution Probe are trying to re-
solve these issues and take the ap-
propriate action. We need your
ideas and your support. If you
question my statistics, or want to
learn more, the information is
available in the Pollution Probe
office of the new Student Union
Building.
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ramblin parade roger j horst
eagles
beavers
yellow pigeons
and sparrows on a wire
The worst investment you'll
ever make is in your government
-Man must be replaced by the
rise of a Free Dolphin Fantasy
Kingdom—With these and other
sundry comments let's begin
and understand that this present
government (such as it is) must
be declared illegal at once. The
rest of us are practically illegal
already. So let's not hold up the
parade for as Brother Bob said,
"To live outside the law you
must be honest.
And now the New Art Form
Commercial
"Put an anarchist in a position
of power in your polity/Sprinkle
his head with freeze-dried wine/
Shake twice/Give him a pat on
the back and serve him well-done
to the peasants/Don't use no-
return bottles or coloured tissue
paper."
It becomes increasingly clear
(while feigning ignorance) that
politics was invented because the
people (already at large) re-
fused/couldn't/or were conned
into believing that they couldn't
run their own individual sacred
life and Act of God (writer of
Convenants etc.)
Before people got it figured
out the next thing happening was
governments/wars/taxes/jails/40
hour weeks & symphonies/dope/
T.V./beer to keep us all happy
and interrupt our pursuit of
happiness and freedom, etc.
And just before you all protest
too much about my niavety/A
midget jumps up in the crowd
waving a box of Corn Flakes &
smiling for National T.V. & Fi-
nally giving in to snow flakes on
the stage because of color blind-
ness/while Father Peter and Un-
cle Sam (elsewhere in the studio)
exchange smirks across the foot-
ball field/and Politicians eat spe-
cially flavored licorice
But STOP STOP could we
have a word of quiet for a bit of
Art
icy silence lifts
the skirts of time
to smile at
your emptiness
And then less artsy-smartsy/
Politics is what you use to get
other people to do your dirty
work for you if you've got a big-
ger stick/Pray to God/& use gor-
rillas from the Z.K.A.
Now don't get me wrong, we
need politics to run this com-
plex technological miracle call-
ed civilization which shall hence-
forth be referred to as the Zoo
Keeper's Assistant (Z.K.A.) —
is prevalent in your pop cans/
cereal bowls/text books/and
razor blades
The Z.K.A. IS a feat of un-
paralled beauty and insanity
culminating in crotch deoderant
and plastic explosives followed
by Orphans who eat bananas and
rice/who remember History and
Other Fantasies which prove
that Rome fell/Caesar was a des-
pot/General Motors was a crim-
inal idea/and clean air is better
than no air at all/in short, the
new Revelation of the
Anti-Christ and Hope of the
World etc.
Before i move into specifics, i
might add that this is the sum
total of what i've said about poli-
tics up to now/Another pause for
Art's sake
The Pro-Buddhist
Anti-Agnew Sneeze
the plastic smiling members
of the Sunday afternoon
"We care to comment" crew
lash blindly at this slickness
but their eyes have been
plucked from their sockets
by cavorting elves
who laugh at them
behind their backs
And remember: every system
you ever heard of is probably an
illusion, systems of authority
exist only in the heads of people,
they have no objective reality
you don't give them. You have
as much power as you choose to
have. People are the objective
reality that exists.
Maybe someday (if we are
careful and remember what is
real) we will be able to bury
Politics on a grassy nole without
any fanfare. The Average Man
has more than mum to say.
Story of Saltar uku
And on the winter blown walls of the palace of Lucre,
there was standing a Royal corporal of the Guard named
Saltar. For twenty years he had served the empire with
complete holy devotion, and the peoples in the majestic
chamber thought him to be their trusted ally. When they
commanded him to execute a criminal he swung the gleam-
ing axe with clear efficiency. When there was some intel-
ligence to be learned about the angered folk of the land,
Saltar was the one who knew. If there was a plot to harm
the empire, armoured Saltar stood firmly in its way. He
in fact was a pillar of all the good things in the land.
Thus the clean way of the empire was thought to be ever-
lasting.
The folk of the land knew him well, for he was seen on
many an Imperial platform accepting medallions, ribbons
and hand shakes. This caused great numbers of the people
to despise him, but these feelings were hidden behind en-
thused smiles and loud cries of exaltation. Saltar was
angered by this for he knew their faces well. Because he
thought himself to be doing only deeds of goodness, he felt
the smiling serfs to themselves be hateful. With great
feelings of righteousness he took many smiling, thoughtful
folk from the street, beat them mercilessly and de-
manded their total obedience. Those who betrayed their
disgust with the empire were wont to feel the wrath of
Saltar. And the folk of the land looked to Saltar with cheer-
ful smiles.
Thus Saltar stood alone in the tower on the right of the
new moon. He thought deeply of the land, the ways of the
people and of himself. He began to see flaws in the empire
that he had earlier dismissed as visions of madness. What
he once thought to be perfection, he now saw as ever so
errant. When he looked to the stars he saw beauty. View-
ing the earth he only saw squalor. He could understand
why the people directed vile curses toward him when his
back was turned. A tear entered his eye. Saltar was on the
verge of passing through the door and entering the way of
the people.
From his chamber, the emperor was watching Saltar
waver and fight with his mind. He called out and beckoned
Saltar to his side. When asked what his wish was the rul-
er smiled, offered him a vial of drink and bade him to be
seated. He told Saltar how his diligence had saved the em-
pire from the ungodly way of the subversives, and how
searching for the sun was an unclean quest. Thus they
conversed and drank until the dawn arrived, and when
they were about to unsteadily part, the emperor told his
reassured guest of his promotion to the revered position
of Captain of the Imperial Guard. Saltar's face brimmed
forth with joy and with a vow of everlasting loyalty to the
fine and righteous emperor, he left hurriedly to his duties.
Alone in his chamber, the emperor's squinted eyes took
on a glow of true happiness, for he knew that with Saltar
secure, all would be well in the Empire.
DISKS tuje
Once upon a time (not too long
ago), there was a hip together,
R & R band born in New York
City. Progressive, and entirely
unique, it was praised in "under-
ground" circles, and berailed
and ignored by empire-building
bop-rock radio. (Such are the
fortunes of any band which dares
to transgress the bounds of "res-
pectable" music, and especially
if it claims new ground in to-
day's "morally subversive" drug
culture.) This band is the Velvet
Underground, and has since
passed, quite regrettably, into
rock history. Recently, however,
the magnates at MGM Studios
have adjudged the new-found
freedom in rock sufficiently con-
ducive to warrant the release of
a collection of past "hits:" thus,
we are graced with a "Golden
Archive" LP, preserving a not-
able contribution to the rock
idiom.
The Velvets were originally
the audio segment of Andy War-
hol's "Exploding Plastic Fantas-
tic," a multi-media experiment
in "total environment." Being
engaged in this avant-garde cul-
tural medium, their refinement
of a highly individual style set
them quite apart from the super-
amplified blues-heavy orienta-
tion of most of their contem-
poraries.
Their contemporaries analog-
ize the drug experience instead
of utilizing it to appreciate their
artistic merit. Thus the mood is
often inflective and melancholic,
almost placid, and occasionally
chaotic, but always rhythmic
and lyric. Their special blend of
acoustic and electric instrumen-
tation remains unique, even to-
day.
Intricate, highly melodic, gos-
samer tapestries of low amplifi-
cation guitar work are reinforced
by tight vocal harmony. The
sum total is indeed "addictive"—
witness "Candy Says," "I'm Set
Free" and "Jesus." Strongly
rhythmic interpretations of the
endlessly surging, peaking
"high" are manifested in the
rocking "White Tight White
Heat," "Beginning to See the
Light," and "Heroin." The latter
piece features the viola of Fou
Reed (who doubles on bass), in
a graphic audio-studio of the
chaotic euphoria of the junkie.
The mastermind of the Velvet
experience is leader John Cole,
who is featured on vocals and
lead guitar for the majority of
the cuts. Sterling Morrison has to
be one of the most interesting
rhythm guitarists about since
Brian Jones (of the Rolling
Stones). The female drummer
(whose name escapes the meagre
resources of my head at this
moment) rounds out the band
with consistently solid percussion.
The passing of the Velvet
Underground is truly lament-
able, however, having sampled
this collection, any devotee
should be tempted to retrace the
Velvets and appreciate their
contribution to rock in retro-
spect.
P.S. Rember The Bookstore
for your record shopping. Com-
petitive prices for both domestic
and import labels will save you
a trip downtown or to Toronto.
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THIS WEEK ON CAMPUS
Sunday December 6, lEI, 8 p.m.
Movie - Interlude
Once more SUBOG will try a Silver collection.
The last one did well; hopefully this week's will pro-
duce as much revenue. The movie this week is
worth seeing.
Thursday, December 10, Ballroom, 8-12 p.m.
Pub nite
Last week's turnout was profitable—read Ludwig
and find out how successful
Friday, December 11,
Tamiae's Christmas Stag featuring Tumultulous
Terri Darnell.
Bridgeport Rod & Gun Club, 7 p.m.
* * *
The Cord is not omnipotent (yet); if your campus
organization wishes a short FREE plug, kindly
inform us 10 days in advance.
THE PEOPLE FOR %A /o\r\<2**- HL» 212K,NGST E ■ HAMILTON 528 6389
inCAC JJ Zl 153 KING ST. W., KITCHENER 748-9741OUUNU IUtAO centres LTD. J 119 KING ST. LONDON 438 0191
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GRADUATION PORTRAITS
--
WOULD THE FOLLOWING PLEASE COME TO THE STUDENT BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS' OFFICE IN THE
STUDENT UNION BUILDING BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 10:30 A.M. AND 5:00 P.M.
toront. montreai ft. i.uderd.i. Monday, December 6, 1970
HORWICH LEWIS W MCPHEE, A PIGDEN, D SEYLER, R UPFOLD
HORST, D LITTLE A METTER, F PETTERSON, M SCHMITT, A UDIT, D
gerald Campbell studios hallowell, n laffradi mitchell robertson szaluai, r ulie, m
—- HAZEN, L LADOW, E MCNAB, D RETTLE SHARPE, E WEBFR R
AUNT BURKHARDT, D DUGALE, J < Sairraith nHERSHEY ' S ' LASLO, U NUHN, U RIEHLE STEINBURG, R WEICKER
ALZNER B BLACK, B DUFF £
ALBRA TH, DHA CKNEY, P LEARN NORMAN, B REED, B SHEARHART, R WARKENTIN
ACKFORD M COULTHARD DIEHL, J
GALBRAITH, KHARA> B McKITTRICK, J NETTLAUFER, C REDFERN, K gOLICH, U
AXFORD
'
COWIE, M ERICKSON, J
Y
U
R JACKSON, A MALEIS, I NYOMTATO RICHARDSON, P STOCKMAN, C WILTON, R
BATE E COOLEDGE, C ELLIOTT, M
S
p KAUFMANN, A McLEAN, R O'NEILL, P REGER, L SANDERSON WINNING, C
BONGARTS H CROZIER J EITEL G T KAUFMAN, G McKELVEY, R MALOUIN, C RAMSDEN SRFITQN WEICHER, RBSSI?ARRTT ' CUTLER, M EVENS g™VD J E°*s!?0N V WAKEFORD, GBUTTRAN COOK, J EVKOVICH, C qRAY r ' £ROPP K MAYD J™ Sm imrFR F seager WOOD, BBLACKWELL COLES, M ELDRIDGE, D n KILLER, J McNAB, U MARTIN CHLESINGER E WYLIE M
RAIN r CRAWFORD B EDWARD GLUCK'° KENT, D MOULDER, B MATTESON SILVERBERG, A TYLER
J
BEATTY, J COUGHELL, D ELLIS, T SFNSCHGL SKrTf MORTON, D MYLES S™N N TURNBULL J WHYTF N ™'°
RTRSQ l CDT T TNORTnOF C EWER GRINSCH KAPLIN, K MYKULA, B MOISSE STRAHM 1 KINb , E,
R ?RRFII J CHIEK O ' FOLOP GIBSON KAPKY MOORE, L POOLE, J STOSKOPF TREURNIET, D WHITE, B
BALTARE M DUNDAS J FORSEE D t KAVELMAN, B MUIR, M POLLOC, A STANBURY, C JUBB J WOLLEY, L
BEATON K DOYLE FOLTzV SSVP KOPPEL, P MINGAY, E PORTER D SMITH, D TAYLOR WEINSTEN, T
BRAITHWAITE DOTZENRATH FIRESTONE,
G KOSTIDLS, P MADDEN, C POPLAWSKI SNOWE, J TAYLOR, S WILMORE, E
RRYSON DEME S FOLEY HURAS,
L LEGRIS, R MURDOCK, R PIAT SCHNEIDER, C UTTLEY, W WOOD, E
BLACKMORE DAUGHARTY FRENCH, K HOFFER, W LEWIS, J MCKINNEL, R POUT SCHENCK, A ÜBA WEINSTEIN, T
BENKI, G DIENESIH FENTON' HAMEL, J FINAL PA YMENT OR ARRANGEMENTS FOR PA YMENTARE TO BE MADE A T THIS TIME.
RORMAN
W
B DYUSTRA HERMAN, V MORE PORTRAITS WILL BE ARRIVING SOON. PLEASE WATCH THE CLASS SHOWCASES, J DESJARDINS.B GORDON HRIVNAK, L BESIDE IEI FOR FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Jhetrickledownyour
arrrprns.
Some things make us nervous. yourself from the herd". It's packed with practical
Some things turn us into a kind of stranger to tips on how to go to an interview onyour own terms.
ourselves. The old dryness of the mouth sets in. We wrote it because we've been there.
The sweat starts down. Without any modesty whatsoever we can tell you
How about those job interviews, where all of we're a company whose very life depends on our
a sudden you've got to stand out very clearly from skill at coming face to face with strangers.
the herd? Inside half an hour you've gotto establish Our little book is tucked into a bigger one:
yourself to a world you never made and may not The Employment Opportunities Handbook, a kind
even like. of dictionary of the companies who are looking.
Does the prospect make you just a little ner- This brand new handbook is yours for the asking
vous? No? You"re lucky. at the placement office.
Oh, it does? Join the club. It gets us all, even "How to separate yourself from the herd"
those over thirty. won't work any magic between now and your first
You could write a book about being nervous interview.
about interviews. As a matter of fact, we have But it just might help.
CKXNUFE
InsuranceCompan^LondorvCanada
PONDERING OBSCENITY
by Anthony Lewis
In approaching the subject of obscenity the sane
man should avoid indignation, pious or libertarian.
One possibility is the mocking tone taken by Benn
Levy, the playwright and former member of Parlia-
ment, in a letter to The Times of London the other
day. Studies in several countries, Mr. Levy said,
have found that criminal laws against obscenity do
nothing to prevent depravity and corruption, their
stated original purpose. But many people still feel
deeply that we must have such laws, so we had
better find another season for them: We must "look
for a crime to fit the punishment." Mr. Levy was in
fact making a more serious point than he intended.
Public attitudes are changing; the old justifications
for suppressing books and films and the like will
not stand up. But there still are social interests to
be protected. The problem is to identify them—to
bring legal order into an area where disorder is
rofling society unnecessarily and making the law
seem ludicrous. As it happens, the U.S. Supreme
Court has a rare opportunity right now to introduce
some civilized clarity into the legal treatment of a
number of significant obscenity cases, and they
coincide with other developments that point toward
possible accommodation of the conflicting inter-
ests. The recent report of the Commission on Ob-
scenity has particular relevance. Politicians rushed
to denounce the majority's conclusion: "There is
no warrant for continued governmental interference
with the full freedom of adults to read, obtain or
view whatever such material they wish." But the
Supreme Court cannot brush the report aside, for
it represents the first serious U.S. effort to inves-
tigate the significance of obscenity instead of theor-
izing about it.
The commission's research points inescapably to
the finding that obscenity does not cause anti-so-
cial conduct. It is not scientifically conclusive evi-
dence; no one claims it is. But it is the best av-
ailable so far, much better than political fulmina-
tions, and it must carry weight in a court that de-
mands compelling reasons for any restriction on
freedom of expression. The Constitution, after all,
commands freedom of speech. That is not a self-
executing rule, but at the least it requires the state
to show some impressive social interest in sup-
pression. The burden is on the authorities to justify
control, not on the individual to justify freedom.
And the commission report is bound to make the
justification of criminal laws against alleged ob-
scenity more difficult.
Over the years, also, the framework of public con-
sciousness in which the court functions has dras-
tically changed on this issue. Whatever moraliz-
ing may go on, the majority of ordinary Ameri-
cans has made clear by what it pays to read and see
that it does not believe there is a vital social in-
terest in suppressing obscenity.
The trend of the shifts in law and public attitudes
is to give fresh emphasis to one social interest—
privacy. That is the individual's freedom to see and
read what he will—so long as he does not exploit
it or invade the sensibilities of others.
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BOOKSTORE BUDGET $
lncome ACTUAL, 1969 - 70 414,292 100%
Cost of Goods Sold 303,089 73.15
$
111,203 26.85
Expenses
Inventory loss 4,322 1.04
Reductions and inventory write-offs 8,848 2.14 ■
Freight & exchange 10,555 2.55
Salaries & fringe benefits 49,718 12.00
Maintenance (cleaners, supplies, heat & Light) 6,025 1.46
$Adminstration
(incl. telephone) 2,500 .60
General expenses (travel, staff training,
paper supplies, machine mtce.) 5,689 1.37
New & replacement equipment 3.605 .87
91,262
Amortization: (6,041 sq. ft. new
$
construction cost - $240,557; 25 year
amortization equals $26,461 per year)
- charged to budget 16,000
*
3.86
Interest expense to carry inventory
($170,000 at 7-1/2% equals $12,750)
- charged to budget nil
*
107,262 25.89
Operating Surplus (Contingency) 3 941 .96
$=—
_
Paul Fischer, Bookstore manager and Tamara Giesbrecht (U.P. financial) have released the actual budget
for 1969-70.
Some of the figures should be known to us students so that in the future we will have some facts at hand for our
instant analysis of book store rip-offs.
Our resident thieves accounted for $4,322 worth of missing merchandise. In terms of percentage it is slightly
over 1%.
$The
operating surplus was $3,941 or less than 1%. That ain't much.
A comparison of these figures indicates that the bookstore is not a "glorious ancilliary money-maker ". As I m
initially thought and wrote.
In addition to this the University (that's us) subsidizes the bookstore approximately $20,000 per year. This is
seen in figures marked with asterix.
Well, now that we know where it's at, I hope there will not be anymore nonsense about the rip-offs. Nuff said.
REX B.
This is the trouble with sending a boy to do a man's job. Rex interpreted the budget in the way the Admin hoped it would
$beinterpreted. Unfortunately the budget as presented is a white wash of what really happens.First a cost of $240,000for 6,000 square feet of office space is rather exorbitant. A cost of $40 per square foot for con- Sstruction is excessive. You just cannot take the total footage of a 5 floor building and find the"cost" of 6,000 square feetin the manner the budget indicates. What is really happening is the University is charging 7 6,000 rent for the use of the
space the Bookstore is occupying. Yet the Bookstore is a function of the University - they have a responsibility to supply the
books needed on courses.
The second point is the interest rate of 7 Vi% of an inventory of $1 70,000. The question raised is, is this $ 170,000 a con-
stinuous inventory? Considering the nature of the sale of Books this figure seems out of line. The vast majority of textbookssold is done at the year's start. The cost of interest on this short term could not possibly be $ 12,750. The ad mm isnot beingkind in waiving this interest rate since the sum is artificial to say the least.The real question is how the Bookstore with only an approximate 35% mark-up is managing to sell books at a higher ■
price than other bookstores who need a 50% mark-up to break even. ZELDA
ASTROLOGY n. garber&I. brown
Rather than following the usual practice of matching the
prediction with each sign, in this week's column Mme.
Scorpius, the world-famous astrologer has spent weeks
charting horoscopes for several prominent persons at WLU.
Can you match the horoscopes with the persons? ... for
a big man on campus . . . This month your rising sign indi-
cates that you will take a trip to a warm climate. This may
come at an inopportune time when your presence and do-
minant personality is required elsewhere. After a period
of soul-searching it may be necessary to consider the op-
inions of persons whom you have not previously considered
in past decisions. The intrusion of Mars into your Tau-
rus indicates the strong possibility of a clash with the aims
and desires of others. Your relations with Taurus persons
will come under severe strain around the middle of the
month, lasting until you take action to resolve the conflict
... an action that only you can take. ... for a little man on
campus ... A decision which you so nobly took it upon
yourself to make will have unestimatable repercussions.
The moon's influence indicates that you must reverse that
decision before you find yourself lacking objects necessary
for the maintainance of your present position. If this action
is taken before the new moon there is a good chance that
you will soon receive the promotion to that highest posi-
tion to which you aspire.
. . . FLASH ... An unprecedented phenomenon in the House
of Mars indicates that all signs in subservient situations
will be confronted with a major transformation during
which they must choose to assert their positions to bring
about necessary change or follow the path of the declining
Leo into oblivion.
A historic fact:
In the Middle Ages university students selected and
hired their professors. Professors elected their rectors
(Presidents). What has happened since then?
A fact of Life:
The thread always breaks at the weakest point.
COROLLARY:
To wish having a student's strong voice in today's
university affairs is wishful thinking; the position of the
Administration is stronger than ever; the thread will
break at the weakest point: the student. And the junior
faculty member cannot do anything either. A
What Has Happened
As many of you are aware after
our last meeting of the student
union, once again there was a mo-
tion passed that expressed a feel-
ing that is common to a very signi-
ficant number of the student pop-
ulation of this university. That is
that WE THE STUDENTS OF
THIS UNIVERSITY DO WANT
to keep on this campus a person
whom WE feel is making a sizable
contribution to our education. This
student voice has been rejected
twice by the administration. Can
the students of this university af-
ford to be ignored in this manner.
Now there is a broader issue that
demands commitment and sup-
port from you the student. This
broader issue is centered around
student participation in the de-
cision making processes of this
university. At this moment we
have a TOKEN voice in the affairs
that concern our life in this uni-
versity community. As an ex-
ample, we have 8 students on sen-
ate. At the last meeting of senate
there was a motion put on the
floor that required a fee increase
and a change in the policy that
made any one that was taking 3
courses or more required to pay
the full tuition fee. When stu-
dents asked for a discussion of
this point they were ignored. The
question was called and a re-
solution passed with 8 dissenting
votes.
The students of this university
must stand up and let the faculty
and the administration know that
they want a meaningful voice
and that they will act in accord-
ance with this new responsibility.
Therefore I suggest that you
begin to make yourself heard. It
is difficult to ignore 2698 people.
Last Sunday night I happened to stroll by the lounge
on the third floor of our new building. I was glad to see
a large number of people making use of the place,
the most notable person being JOEL HARTT. They had a
fire going creating a very warm atmosphere and they
looked like they were really getting into something.
Quite a different story when they were gone though.
The garbage they left behind was waist high. Pop
cans, zip tops, orange peels, cigarette ashes, butts and
paper were strewn all over the floor and tables. I am
amazed that Joel Hartt would want to be linked to such
an episode in light of what other people are trying to do
for him. So Mr. Hartt, if you and your group are always
this irresponsible, I am sure the student body would
like you to meet elsewhere.
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STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL purchase
"HH, WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY
QPgyjg WATERLOO ONTARIO NV 949
Pl»asf ente. out order (or the follow,ng iub|Cct to conditions and
prov.i.ons herein contained
to n '.fc Tr,~
ship to _ SAC Riots Coirais"»" ik™ On invoicc
• Kiots, inc./ ,
P.O. Box 1000, • c/° Students Admin. Council,'
Chic»qo 111.' • Waterloo Lutheran University,'
U S A
' "
• Water l°°' Ontario, Canada.
Dot* of Oder Date Required Sh.p V.o FOB Account
23/11/70 18/12/70 Air Canada Waterloo
QUANTITY |
DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE AMOUNT
i
2,000 cases Eddy Matches
$ 5.00 $ 10000.00
20,000 gal. Shell no-lead Gasoline
(to prevent polution) 0.46 9200.00
80,000 Used Disposable Bottles 0.02 1600.00
25,000 ft. Hurricane Lamp Wicks 500.00
100,000 MAn hrs. Rent-A-Picket 1.65 165000.00
Less 10% Student Discount . 18 , 830. 00
Total. .... r> 188,300.0(1
_-~~*
" — -
—
INVOICE IN DUPLICATE TO STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY, WATERLOO
CONDITIONS Of PURCHASE TERMS—2% ten doys, Net 30 days
ORDER—If order connot be filled occording to instructions notify us ot once. Material furnished
on ttiis order which is not in accordance with our specifications will be returned ot your expense
PRlCE—Nothing is to be shipped on this order at a higher price thon last quoted or charged us . „
without first advising us or receiving confirmation that same is satisfactory. J / /, / J
FOR OTMIR THAN CANADIAN SHIPPERS fl/L\Li* A (\s sf /A llj/)/// 112INVOICES—Customs invoices must be rendered in quodruplicote and duly certified os required V Ir" 112 \ •. J
by Canadian Customs regulations. Package number and number of pieces corresponding to Bill Authorized Signature/^
of Loding, must be shown on invoice. Company invoices in duplicate.
The Students' Administrative Council will not be responsible for goods shipped without on officio! order
$ PURCHASE ORDER
igjgr WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY jj^A(f£h/d WATERLOO ONTARIO CANADA 716-493
V ouo Tt THIS on invoice y
PIEASE ENT« OUR ORDEB rot TMf FOLLOWING SUWtCT TO CONDITIONS AND PtOVISION HNfIN CONTAINED
10 • Riots, Inc., »>"o . Security Office,
•P.O. Box 1000, . Waterloo Lutheran University,
•Chicago, 111. . Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.
•U.S.A.
OATE OM>« DATE KQUiCED SHIP VIA f.O.t. ACCOUNT
23/11/70 18/12/70 Air Waterloo
r QUANTITY Q6Vai>TION UNIT MtICE AMOUNT
'
5 Bulletproof Riot Helmets $ 50.00 $ 250.00
5 Riot Guns 400.00 2,000.00
5 Fireproof Coveralls 20.00 100.00
100 Cases Riot Gun Amnunition 50.00 5,000.00
2000 Tear Gas Grenades 25.00 50,000.00
Total » 57, 350.00
Non-taxable. For Educational Use 0n1y...
v
MEMBER of C.B.A. and N.A.C.S. /
INVOICE IN DUPLICATE TO BOOK STORE, WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY, WATERLOO, ontario, CANADA
0
CONDITIONS OF PURCHASE
ORDER - if 0«0(» CANNOT II flllfD ACCOROING TO INSTIUCTIONS NO'lf* US *r ONCC, MATERIAL FURNISHED W ATCPI MO I lITWFD AM UNIVERSITYon 'MIS ORDER WMICM IS NOT IN ACCORDANCE WITH OUR SMC If «C.AT lON S Will ■( RETURNED AT YOUR OPENSE ItKIL/Vj LU In CKMIN l I'L
PRICE - NOTHING IS TO 8E SHIPPED ON THIS ORDER AT A HIGHER PRICE THAN LAST QUOTED OR CHARGED US ""}/ (/
WITHOUT riRST ADVISING US OR RECEIVING CONFIRMATION THAT SAME IS SATISFACTORY 1 ' jyj ' , /j/'/
FOR OTHER THAN CANADIAN SHIPPERS
INVOICES CUSTOMS INVOICES MUST BE RENOERfD IN QUADRUPLICATE AND DULY CERTIFIED AS REQUIRED SY AUTHORIZ ED SIGN ATU^J
CANADIAN CUSTOMS REGULATIONS PACKAGE NUMBER AND NUMBER OF PIECES CORRESPONDING TO BILL OF
LADING, MUST BE SHOWN ON INVOICE COMPANY INVOICE IN DUPLICATE , ...
mOO" '°
iM
THE UNIVERSITY WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR GOODS SHIPPED WITHOUT AN OFFICIAL ORDER
AN
OPEN
LETTER
TO
TIMOTHY LEARY
FROM KEN KESEY
Ken Kesey is a novelist who is well known for his works
One Flew Over the Cuckoos Nest and Sometimes a Great
Notion. Both of these books consider the individual versus
the state or society. We all know a man can't win and Kes
ey shows us the suffering of a man on his way to wisdom
He also was the originator of the famous "Merry Prank-
sters
, a psychedelic group of freaks, who travelled around
in the original acid bus. They distributed acid to anyone
who wanted it (This was before LSD was illegal)
4s well as Leary and Others. Kesey has done time When
he was up he started an underground paper This along with
his acidic activities caused him to be classified as 'bad
guy" with Ronald Reagan et all
He is a brilliant cat, right into it, but has the sense and
rationality that many of us do not. He should be heard so
we bring him to you with this reprint from Rolling Stone
—Cord staff—
Dear Good Doctor Timothy:
Congratulations! The onty posi-
tive memories I have from all my
legal experiences was getting away.
A good escape almost makes up for
the fucking bust.
But listen to me, please, with a
stillness. Listen to me as you would
any fellow felon and fugitive and,
mainly, friend. With stillness, old
timer, and patience, becaue I must
say this carefully and with respect
for your ears and not the media. It
is October 10th, the Day of Atone-
ment. Before beginning my fast at
midnight I dropped some sunshine
and now I have to make my try.
I've also been doing a media fast,
vowing this last summer solstice to
try for six months to neither heed
nor feed a beast which I am con-
vinced is nourished by the blood
and anguish of confrontations which
the beast itself promotes. So all
magazines, newspapers, TV or ra-
dio have been refreshingly absent
the last few months. Lots of farm-
ing and community and trying to
hear the earth and the people with-
out the message filtered through
Madison Avenue's dollar. The true
news always penetrates anyway:
"Did you hear? Leary flew the
coop!"
"Far fucking out!"
Speculations were rampant and
Joyous. "I hope he gets his ass to
India or someplace. Old Leary de-
serves some good R and R because,
shit, man, how long's it been? Ten,
twelve years now and right in there
all the time taking on all comers
and never a whimper and you can
tell, man, working where it counts
inside and out all the time . .
Then that letter came out. "You
read that letter of Leary's in the
Free Press? Saying it's sacred to
shoot cops and that he's armed and
dangerous? That doesn't sound like
something he'd put out. It sounds
like some of them militants trying
to jack a buncha people up . .
I read the letter. Halfway through
I was sure it was you talking. And
it grieved me because I perceived
that you hadn't escaped after all.
Don't misunderstand me, doctor;
I wish in no way to cool your fervor.
We all know what is at stake. Un-
less the material virus that has been
burrowing for decades into the spirit
of this country is somehow branded
and checked, unless our I/it lust-
ings are outgrown and our rapings
of earth and each other stopped, in
short unless we became the gentle
and enlightened people we all know
ourselves capable of becoming, we
shall surely lose not only our life
and land but, like Esau, our birth-
right. And worst of all, the birth-
rights of our children.
In this battle, Timothy, we. need
everv mind and every soul, but oh
my doctor we don't need one more
nut with a gun. I know what jail
makes you feel but don't let them
get your head in their cowboys-and-
indian script. If they can plant a
deep enough rage in you they make
of you an ally. Rage is mainly a
media brew anyway, concocted of
frustrations and self-pity over a
smoky fire of righteousness, for the
purpose of making headline ink.
What we need, doctor, is inspira-
tion, enlightenment, creation, not
more headlines. Put down that gun,
clear that understandable ire from
your Irish heart and pray for the
vision wherein lies our only true
hope. If it still comes up guns then
God be with you in your part of the
battle, but if it doesn't come up
guns I beg you to print a reconsid-
eration. I do not mean to scold
someone so much my senior in so
many ways; I just don't want to lose
you. What I really mean is stay cool
and alive and high and out of cages.
And keep in mind what some-
body, some Harvard holy man I
think it was, used to tell us years
ago: "The revolution is over and we
have won." The poor country still
may not survive and even if it does
survive and comes again to its feet,
there's still years of work and suffer-
ing and atonement before we can
expect it to walk straight and
healthy once more, but the Truth is
already in the records: the revolu-
tion is over and we have won.
With all my respect and prayers,
Ken Kesey
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HOCKEY HAWKS SPLIT
Jon Murphy
Trumped in
League Opener
Last year's 0.1.A.A. hockey
champions, the York University
Yeomen, defeated the Waterloo
Lutheran University Golden
Hawks, 10-3, in their league open-
er Thursday, Nov. 26 at the Kitche-
ner Auditorium.
Murray Stroud, star centre for
the Yoemen pumped in 4 goals
past the Hawk goalie Bob O'Dono-
hue to lead his team to the easy
victory. Other scores for the Yeo-
men were Don Mark with 2 and
singles going to Bruce Penny,
Kent Pollard, Bob Modray and
Don West.
Dave May scored at 12:35 of the
first period for Lutheran with
Doug Tate and Jad D'Amico add-
ing goals in the third stanza.
The Yeomen went wild in the
second period scoring five un-
answered goals to take a com-
manding 8-1 lead over the Hawks.
The period cost them the services
of outstanding left winger Steve
Latinovitch who injured his ankle
when he crashed into the boards
and had to be helped from the
ice. He was out of action for the
remainder of the game.
| The Hawks put on a good rally
In, the third period with 2 goals
and several close calls around
the Yeomen net but it was "too
little - too late." The Hawks tra-
veled to Peterborough Sunday,
Nov. 29 for a game with Trent
University.
Beat Trent
The Waterloo Lutheran Uni-
versity Golden Hawks 'snapped
a six game losing streak by de-
feating Trent University, 5-2, in
an 0.1.A.A. league hockey game
at the Peterboro community
centre, Sunday, Nov. 29.
The Hawks dominated the play
throughout the game, outshoot-
ing the weaker Trent team 33-20.
Most of Trent's scoring attempts
were handled easily by hawk goa-
lie Bob O'Donohue.
Lutheran's star winger Phil
Lepan took passes from Doug
Tate and Dave Ormerod to open
the scoring at 11:56 of the first
period. Trent came back on goals
by Gaetan Albert and Hugh Banks
to end the period with the Hawks
trailing 2-1 despite superior play.
The Hawks scored four unansw-
ered goals in the second period to
make the score 5-2. Jad D'Amico
paced Lutheran's attack with two
of these goals, one of them com-
ing on a powerplay. Frank Braith-
waite scored a short-handed goal
and Harry Kumpf finished off the
scoring with his unassisted goal
at 18:05 of the second stanza.
Lutheran travels to Erie, Pen-
nsylvania, this weekend for Fri-
day and Saturday night exhibi-
tion games against the Erie Lions.
photos by stem
Coach Pfaff's victory sign did little to change the sad outcome as see
in the top photograph.
SKI REPORT:
All this week the 115 Ontario
ski resorts have continued to pre-
pare their slopes for the coming
season. This weekend though,
some of the Thunder Bay ski areas
are expected to be open. Aspen,
Colorado has excellent conditions
right now. Watch this column every
week for up to the minute ski con-
ditions.
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WATERLOO TAXI
55 KING ST. N.
30 Radio Dispatched __ __ _ _
Cars To Serve You 745-4703
Special Charter
Student fares Flights
H0ME 0F THE MINI
flrw,. 9"pIE c """»s s i.50jw I ADDITIONAL DISCODNTS1 I Sll Uj 0N 13" & 16" PIZZAS
PIZZA PALACE I 35° OFF ON
of Waterloo 744-4446-7 DOUBLE ORDERS
374 Weber St. I\l. at Columbia St.
lollipopcampus shop
HAWKS SPLIT IN B-BALL
This past weekend eight bas-
ketball teams converged on the
University of Waterloo's athletic
complex for a marathon tourna-
ment. McMaster, Windsor, Water-
loo, Simon Fraser, Brock, Aca-
dia, St. Francis and Lutheran
were the competing schools. It
might have been a fair tourna-
ment, if the Cincinnati Royals
had been invited to play against
Simon Fraser, but since they
weren't, the boys with the scholar-
ships took home the top honours.
Our own team won one and
were then eliminated but the win
was a very satisfying one.
The Hawks first game was
against the Windsor Lancers.
Revenge was sweet as the
Hawks controlled Windsor to a
71-65 loss, avenging their prev-
ious defeat at Lancer hands. The
Hawks paced Windsor through
the whole game except for one
moment when the Lancers had
a one point lead. The halftime
score was 35-28 and the final, as
mentioned, was 71-65. Dean, Dan-
by and Moffatt led the Hawks,
with 21, 15 and 14 points respect-
ively.
After defeating the Lancers,
the Hawks went on to be sound-
ly rapped around the ears by
Acadia. Acadia shot right up to
a 24-4 lead and never relinquish-
ed the 20 point margin. The half
time score was 54-34. The second
half saw starter Moffatt come
out with Leigh Goldie doing an
excellent fill in job. The Hawks
became completely stagnant in
the second half and probably kept
the score under a hundred only
by committing a negligible num-
ber of fouls. Acadia wrapped up
the game 80-56. Herb Stan paced
the Hawks with an outstanding
effort of 16 points.
The championship game was
played between Simon Fraser
and Acadia. Acadia led at half
time 37-29 but after three min-
utes of the second half Simon
Fraser had tied the game, and
then went on to win the game
and the tournament 75-58. The
tournament all-stars were Steve
Pound (Acadia), Rick Eaton
(Acadia), Larry Clark (S.F.U.),
Tom Kieswetter (U. of W.)
and Bill Robinson (S.F.U.) The
Most Valuable Player award
went to Bill Robinson of Simon
Fraser.
photos by gingerich
Action from the Naismith classic.
editorial jdb
In a University world in which
there is a constant fiscal squeeze,
in fact, an increasingly tight
money situation, McGill has
come up with a refreshing inno-
vation to ease that problem. The
administration of that University
has decided that this country no
longer needs to have its institu-
tions give elective majors in "Pro-
fessional Football." If we really
must have these minor pro-
fessional teams in our universi-
ties they should at least pay their
way at the gate, or arrange for a
subsidy from the major leagues
for whom they develop talent,
that is to say, the Canadian Foot-
ball League.
There is an administrative
subsidy in this university to the
tune of about $40,000.00 for inter-
collegiate athletics we can man-
age through student funds only,
an intermural athletic complex
that might well fill many of
the needs of the student body.
When one takes into account the
proposed athletic complex, we
can reasonably suppose that it
could be operated by student
funds, and that the administra-
tive costs of intercollegiate
sports could go into an improve-
ment of our academic facilities.
After all, a "University" isn't
really the place to use to support
professional sports.
Replay David mckinley
Naismith classic a success
The University of Waterloo's Naismith Classic finished
in grand style Saturday evening as the Simon Fraser
Clansmen downed the Acadia Axemen 75-58. Simon Fra-
ser, who were losing 37-29 at half-time, came back in the
second half to stun the Axemen and capture the hearts of
the fans present at the Athletic Complex. Acadia did not
manage to score a point for the first twelve minutes of the
second half. The tremendous display of basketball skills
shown by Simon Fraser's guard, Bill Robinson, will be
long remembered.
Much has been made of the fact that the Clansmen were
the "money-boys" — that is, Simon Fraser is supposedly
the only university in Canada that gives athletic scholar-
ships openly. The key word is "openly," because it was
noted that three members of Acadia's starting five were
American, and you can be sure that they're not going to
Acadia because of the fine education that institution pro-
vides. It is a shame that Simon Fraser will not be able to
compete in the C.I.A.U. championships, they may just be
the best basketball team in the country. It's about time that
the universities got together and resolved the question of
scholarships once and for all.
Hawks choke in semis
Having squeeked by Windsor in the preliminary round
of the Naismith Classic on Friday, the Hawks met Aca-
dia Saturday morning. The Hawks took one look at Aca-
dia's razzle-dazzle warmup drill and were psyched out
completely. So badly were they psyched that they spot-
ted Acadia almost twenty points before becoming untrack-
ed. In the second half of the game the Hawks were only
outscored by four points, but it was that first ten minutes
of the game that really killed them. One bright light for
the Hawks over the weekend was the play of substitute for-
ward Leigh Goldie. Though handicapped because of his
size; his speed, co-ordination, and quick reactions made up
for this.
This Friday and Saturday the Hawks host their own In-
ternational Tournament. Attending will be McMaster and
Fredonia and Genesceo colleges from New York state.
The Hawks should be able to take McMaster in a close
game.
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Gifts Galore
10% off to Students!
IT S AT
"PayOoWtt- HD. §§1^
fyourheadquarters
London Look
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BOND & VARSITY SHOP — 385 FREDERICK ST PLAZA 742-5491
TOPS & BOTTOMS SHOP 322 KING ST W DOWNTOWN 579 4700
REDOUBLED John d barber
Not all contracts are bid with the
expectation that they will make,
but it helps to know a few little
tricks that improve your chances.
The ending of the following hand
is one of the rarer ones in bridge
dummy play. It is more likely that
sound bidding and defense will
give good scores, than esoteric
dummy play, but these squeezes,
such as the following "trump
squeeze", are one of the things
that make bridge interesting.
VULNERABLE:BOTH
DEALER:EAST
EAST SOUTH WEST NORTH
1 spade 5 diamonds All Pass
OPENING LEAD: Jack of Spa-
des.
West, perhaps trying to retain
the lead, starts the jack of spades,
and that small slip is all that is
needed for South to make his con-
tract. At first glance it would
seem that the only hope for the
game is to find the heart queen
doubleton, but there is a slight
extra chance.
South wins the first trick with'
the ace, draws trumps, and leads
the six of clubs. East cashes two
clubs, and trys the king of spades,
but it doesn't really matter what
he does. A heart lead would give
up the contract now. A black suit s
lead only delays a little.
South draws one more round of
trump, leaving this five-card end-
ing:
When the declarer leads one
more diamond, East is in impos-
sible position. If he discards the
nine of spades, after the eight of
hearts is thrown from dummy,
declarer will enter the dummy
with a heart, ruff a spade, and the
dummy will claim. If East pitches
a heart, South will cash the ace
and king of hearts, enter his hand
with a spade ruff, and claim with
the jack of hearts.
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(TO AN ADVENTURE IN GOOD
-c~ PIZZAS)
PEPI'S (
PIZZA U-J
132 king st. south | I /
Waterloo
743-6432
The sparkle her eyes (V I
will match the sparkle j I
of the dazzling diamond
,-
—
waiting for her on I u •/oV'^-"'—
Christmas morn!
Diamond solitaire $150 Modern duette $250
Modern rounds $325 % carat cluster
special $399
Free lifetime insurance on every diamond
1151KING W., KITCHENER 744-4444 IStores in Gait. Guelph, Kitchener, Brantford. St. Catharines
WE CARE
Problems, hung-up, need in-
formation, want to rap, Call
Hi-Line. Hi-Line is a student
operated telephone counsel-
ling service. The phones are
manned by trained volunteer
students who will talk about
whatever you wish If you
have a problem you wish to
talk oyer in complete confi-
dence—give us a call.
Hi-Line is open 7:00 p.m. to
7:00 a.m. 7 nights a week.
745-4733
lEveningsOpen 6:30 p.m. Con
tinues From 7 p.m. Matinee
They're
learning
fast.
®
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Ma i tha man who dalivars daath by tha dollar '
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sth WEEK 2nd BIG WEEK
Continuous from , 30 p.m. ELVIS PRESLEY
except this Sat. & Sun. THAT'S THE WAY IT IS'
Sat & Sun. from 6 p.m.
A Film About Him! in Concert
LOVERS and at his Exclusive Personal Ap-
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CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY
TRAVEL
By * AIR
* RAIL
￿CAR RENTAL
All methods handled
professionally at no
added cost
K-WTRAVEL
BUREAU,
196 King St. East, Kitchener
575-0770
